FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Los Angeles, CA: A European icon since 1834, WOLF continues to prove itself as the world’s leading brand in luxury leather-goods specializing in watch winders, watch boxes, jewelry cases, and lifestyle accessories. With the importance resting continuously on thoughtful precision, WOLF has taken its time to introduce itself within the App world of watch winders but is now ready to share their latest advancement, 1834.

Unlike any other company, WOLF’s approach to engineering their watch winders is centered around keeping fine automatics wound to perfection. 1834, although containing new technological advances, continues to protect that importance of keeping your watch safe at all times.

“Elegance and grace” says WOLF “are a great combination and that is what we have achieved in 1834.” – Simon Wolf President / CEO

The thoughtful design of WOLF’s 1.2 App is intended for a user-friendly experience as well as an understandable interface allowing for control over limitless numbers of winder modules at any time.

The 1834 collection comes in a choice of 12, 24, and 32 winder modules cabinets with accessory drawers. The accessory drawers allow for storage of mechanical watches, pens, straps, bracelet adjusting tool kits, as well as a humidor drawer option. A finishing touch within the overall design is the piano finished wood with chrome accents and locking glass front.

Retail: $8,999 - $24,999

WOLF, the 183-year-old British luxury leather goods company has been designing and hand-making jewelry cases, travel accessories, watch storage and maintenance solutions for over 180 years, family led by the 5th generation. With world headquarters in Los Angeles, WOLF has become the only watch winder and jewelry box company to consistently innovate and re-invent.

For more information on WOLF please call +1 310.473.0012 or visit the company’s web site at www.wolf1834.com
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